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Spoiler
• IceCube has found an unusual neutrino signal. 

• Doesn’t fit generic astrophysical predictions.

• Very high energies and long baselines: 

• Can teach us about BSM neutrino interactions.

• Present data can be accommodated if neutrinos couple to a 
new light force carrier.

• This same mediator may be responsible for the 
anomalies in the small-scale structure of dark 
matter, e.g. “missing satellites” & “cusp vs. core” 
problems.



The IceCube Detector

Need large volumes since:
i) these are rare events
ii) they are also large events



Just when IceCube was getting 
really good at placing limits...



Given names befitting this monumental discovery: 

[slide courtesy of N. Whitehorn]



New Results
• IceCube has revealed 
much more: 35 more 
events (30 - 2000 TeV) 
for combined significance 
5.7    above background.�

•First indication of a new 
astrophysical source.

•Distribution consistent with 
extra-galactic source.

Who ordered a gap and a cutoff?

[1405.5303]



Potential astro sources
• Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) 

Fast rotating star goes supernova shock wave

shock accelerates protons p+ � ! n⇡+

⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ

µ+ ! e+ + ⌫e + ⌫µ

⌫µ

⌫µ⌫e

[Waxman, Bahcall, PRL 59, 023002 (1999)]

�⌫ / E�2
⌫

Shock acceleration yields: 



Potential astro sources
• Active galactic nuclei (AGNs)

•Similar, but can accelerate 
protons to even higher 
energies, and photo-pion 
produce       .⌫0s

45 events!



⌫

Standard picture 
(pre-IceCube data)

Source: 
e.g. GRBs/

AGNs

Detection: 
SM charged-
current and 

neutral-current 
to see events. 



New picture =???

Source: 
decaying PeV 

DM?
[Feldstein, Kusenko, Matsumoto, 

Yanagida, 2013]

[Esmaili, Serpico, 2013]

...

Minimal 
implementation

Only modify     interactions⌫

Detection: 
heavy 

leptoquarks? 
[Barger, Keung, 2013]

Propagation: 

???

⌫



An old idea...



Back of the envelope

� ⇡ 1

�⌫⌫n⌫
< source distance ⇠ Gpc

n⌫ ⇠ 300 cm�3

Neutrino relic density is huge:

nDM ⇠ 10�8 cm�3c.f.
for a 100 GeV WIMP

Perhaps some neutrinos were lost en route.
For significant scattering to occur:

�SM
⌫⌫ ⇠ E2

⌫G
2
F ⇠ 10�42 cm2SM is not enough:

) �⌫⌫ & 10�31 cm2



MeV-scale resonance

2m⌫E⌫ = m2
�

Use PeV neutrinos to produce new states: 

m⌫ . 0.5 eV

m⌫ ⇡
q

�m2
� ⇡ 50 meVAs an example, take

E⌫ ⇠ 106 GeV

Unknown, though

⌫

�⌫relic ⌫0

⌫0

=) m� ⇠ 10 MeV@



Known unknowns
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Scattering on a thermal 
background

•The thermal neutrino relic background 
has a temperature: T⌫ =

✓
4

11

◆1/3

T� ⇡ 0.2 meV

•The lightest nu can easily be relativistic, 
leading to thermally broadened resonance.

s ⇡ 2E⌫

⇣p
p2⌫ +m2

⌫ � p⌫ cos ✓
⌘

s ⇡ 2E⌫m⌫

Non-relativistic:

Relativistic:



Constraints BSM neutrino 
interactions
• Supernovae (1987A): 

No scattering between 
here and the LMC

g⌫ . 12
⇣ m�

MeV

⌘
[Kolb & Turner (1987)]

•BBN/CMB Neff

Model dependent.

•Rare decays
Don’t modify Z/meson 
decays.

[Laha, Dasgupta, Beacom (2013)]

Easily satisfied for SM 
sterile neutrinos.



Neutrino Portal DM
New sterile sector, 

charged under a U(1)

Effectively endows SM 
neutrinos with new BSM 
interactions: 

[For similar work, see e.g. Nelson, Walsh; Pospelov; Kopp, 
Harnik, Machado; Pospelov, Pradler; Dasgupta, Kopp]

SM mass mixing
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FIG. 1. The relevant Feynman diagrams for (1) the relic abundance, (2) DM-DM self-scattering, and (3) ⌫-DM scattering
relevant for addressing the missing satellites problem.

in the perturbative regime. Lastly and most importantly,
we point out that, thank to the active-secluded neutrino
mixing, the neutrino self-interactions in this model mod-
ify the mean free path of Ultra-High-Energy (UHE) neu-
trinos as they propagate through the bath of relic neu-
trinos. We find that the bulk of the parameter space
which simultaneously resolves all dark matter structure
problems has direct observational consequences for the
IceCube experiment.

In Sec. II we describe the general features of the S⌫DM
model. In Sec III we solve the Boltzmann equations
to determine the region of parameter space favored by
an (a)symmetric thermal relic. In Sec. IV we determine
the self-scattering parameters relevant for addressing the
cusp-versus-core and too-big-to-fail problems. The se-
cluded neutrino temperature and kinetic decoupling com-
putation are addressed in Secs. V and VI respectively.
Implications of the neutrinos self-interactions for the
high-energy IceCube data are discussed in Sec. VII. We
summarize all of our results in Sec. VIII and conclude.

II. THE S⌫DM MODEL

As already mentioned, the fact that simulations im-
ply much cuspier density profiles than the cored pro-
files favored by observations [1–3] could be an indica-
tion that DM has non-negligible self-scattering [9]. De-
tailed analysis shows that a velocity-dependent interac-
tion is favored, as can be achieved with a light force car-
rier. The argument proceeds as follows. The strongest
constraints on DM self-interactions come from Milky
Way ellipticity and Cluster collisions, roughly requiring
�
XX

/m
X

. (0.1 � 1) cm2s�1 [40–42]. Note that these
constraints are obtained from DM populations where
the velocity dispersion is O(100 km/s) for Milky Way
constraints and O(1000 km/s) for cluster constraints.
For the O(1 cm2 g�1) cross sections at dwarf scales
(O(10 km/s)), as identified by Spergel and Steinhardt [9],
to be allowed, the self-scattering should exhibits strong
velocity dependence. Long-range interactions mediated
by an O(MeV) force carrier have precisely this feature
and may thus solve the cusp-versus-core problem while
remaining consistent with the constraints from galactic
and cluster scales [10–12, 33].

In this paper we shall assume that the DM is a Dirac
fermion, X, charged under a new U(1)

X

gauge inter-
action. There are two crucial ingredients for S⌫DM,
LS⌫DM = �L
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, where the first term specifies
the nature of the DM and neutrino coupling to the new
gauge boson,
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to mass-mix with the active SM neutri-
nos in a gauge-invariant way via a U(1)

X

charged Higgs
h
X

which acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV).
This Higgs is also responsible for giving mass to the vec-
tor, m
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i, where g
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is the gauge charge of the
Higgs and hh
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i is its VEV. Note that the active neu-
trinos are contained in their electroweak (EW) doublets,
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, where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ .

We note that the presence of this mixing is completely
logical, since the operator in Eq. (2) is suppressed by only
a single power of the new physics scale ⇤ and hence even
new physics at very high scales could generate it. The
situation is completely analogous to the standard Wein-
berg operator for the neutrino Majorana mass. Indeed,
a simple ultraviolet completion of our model involves a
see-saw type construction. One introduces right-handed
singlet neutrinos with very large Majorana masses, cou-
ples them to both the SM and secluded neutrinos with
Dirac mass terms and then integrates the heavy right-
handed states out, yielding Eq. (2) at low energies.

The baryonic neutrino model of Pospelov [43–45] em-
ploys similar features in order to endow neutrinos with
new BSM interactions. We, however, do not assume any
novel neutrino-baryon or neutrino-charged-lepton cou-
pling. In fact, in S⌫DM when the universe is at tem-
peratures below the high energy scale ⇤, interactions be-
tween the dark and SM sectors can be mediated exclu-

sively through neutrino mixing. In this case, neither the
“dark photon” searches nor DM direct detection exper-
iments are expected to turn up a positive signal. The
astrophysical and cosmological signatures discussed be-
low, including the possible imprints of the dark sector in
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FIG. 1. The relevant Feynman diagrams for (1) the relic abundance, (2) DM-DM self-scattering, and (3) ⌫-DM scattering
relevant for addressing the missing satellites problem.

in the perturbative regime. Lastly and most importantly,
we point out that, thank to the active-secluded neutrino
mixing, the neutrino self-interactions in this model mod-
ify the mean free path of Ultra-High-Energy (UHE) neu-
trinos as they propagate through the bath of relic neu-
trinos. We find that the bulk of the parameter space
which simultaneously resolves all dark matter structure
problems has direct observational consequences for the
IceCube experiment.

In Sec. II we describe the general features of the S⌫DM
model. In Sec III we solve the Boltzmann equations
to determine the region of parameter space favored by
an (a)symmetric thermal relic. In Sec. IV we determine
the self-scattering parameters relevant for addressing the
cusp-versus-core and too-big-to-fail problems. The se-
cluded neutrino temperature and kinetic decoupling com-
putation are addressed in Secs. V and VI respectively.
Implications of the neutrinos self-interactions for the
high-energy IceCube data are discussed in Sec. VII. We
summarize all of our results in Sec. VIII and conclude.

II. THE S⌫DM MODEL

As already mentioned, the fact that simulations im-
ply much cuspier density profiles than the cored pro-
files favored by observations [1–3] could be an indica-
tion that DM has non-negligible self-scattering [9]. De-
tailed analysis shows that a velocity-dependent interac-
tion is favored, as can be achieved with a light force car-
rier. The argument proceeds as follows. The strongest
constraints on DM self-interactions come from Milky
Way ellipticity and Cluster collisions, roughly requiring
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For the O(1 cm2 g�1) cross sections at dwarf scales
(O(10 km/s)), as identified by Spergel and Steinhardt [9],
to be allowed, the self-scattering should exhibits strong
velocity dependence. Long-range interactions mediated
by an O(MeV) force carrier have precisely this feature
and may thus solve the cusp-versus-core problem while
remaining consistent with the constraints from galactic
and cluster scales [10–12, 33].

In this paper we shall assume that the DM is a Dirac
fermion, X, charged under a new U(1)
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We note that the presence of this mixing is completely
logical, since the operator in Eq. (2) is suppressed by only
a single power of the new physics scale ⇤ and hence even
new physics at very high scales could generate it. The
situation is completely analogous to the standard Wein-
berg operator for the neutrino Majorana mass. Indeed,
a simple ultraviolet completion of our model involves a
see-saw type construction. One introduces right-handed
singlet neutrinos with very large Majorana masses, cou-
ples them to both the SM and secluded neutrinos with
Dirac mass terms and then integrates the heavy right-
handed states out, yielding Eq. (2) at low energies.

The baryonic neutrino model of Pospelov [43–45] em-
ploys similar features in order to endow neutrinos with
new BSM interactions. We, however, do not assume any
novel neutrino-baryon or neutrino-charged-lepton cou-
pling. In fact, in S⌫DM when the universe is at tem-
peratures below the high energy scale ⇤, interactions be-
tween the dark and SM sectors can be mediated exclu-

sively through neutrino mixing. In this case, neither the
“dark photon” searches nor DM direct detection exper-
iments are expected to turn up a positive signal. The
astrophysical and cosmological signatures discussed be-
low, including the possible imprints of the dark sector in
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Suppressing Sterile Production

Dasgupta, Kopp [2013] •No active-to-sterile oscillation 
when there is a large matter 
potential:

✓m �! 0

Hannestad, Hansen, and Tram [2013] 

)



Propagation results
Absorption: ⌫a⌫a ! � ! ⌫s⌫s

m� = 10 MeV

non-relativistic ⌫

relativistic ⌫



Event spectra

Future data will tell if the gap and the 
cutoff are real.

IceCube detector mock-up: include energy/
flavor dependent exposures. 



A    -redshift horizon⌫
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FIG. 3. Here we illustrate the e↵ect of neutrino scattering on
the fraction of events at IceCube originating within a given
redshift, z. Notice that when absorption is present, a larger
fraction of events originate from nearby, and may be more
easily correlated with known sources.

we find g
s

. 0.09(m
�

/1 MeV)1/2, or ↵
s

= g2
s

/4⇡ .
6⇥ 10�4(m

�

/1 MeV), a significant constraint. This con-
straints is illustrated in Fig. 2: it is responsible for the
right cuto↵ on the allowed regions. Similar considera-
tions were made for toy models [68, 69].

For couplings below this cuto↵, we have an interest-
ing possibility of probing the S⌫DM scenario with future
Icecube data. There are at least two smoking-gun sig-
natures to look for in this case. First is the e↵ect of
absorption in certain energy bands due to the s-channel
resonance. The s-channel cross section is suppressed only
by 2 powers of the coupling constant, being connected to
the production of the physical particle in the process of
⌫
s

⌫
s

! �. Thanks to the red-shifting of the energy, the
s-channel absorption could result in a gap in the energy
spectrum. Such a gap, if confirmed with enough statis-
tics, would be di�cult to ascribe to physics at the source.

Second is the possibility that the observed UHE neu-
trinos could be correlated with known nearby sources.
Indeed, correlations with distant sources is not expected,
since most of sources at cosmological distances (redshift
of z ⇠ 1�5) are not in any catalog. If nearby source cor-
relations were to be observed, one would conclude that
a large fraction of the flux is missing. The argument
is that, on generic grounds, one expects sources to fol-
low a distribution similar to the star-formation history
of the universe. Then, as seen in Fig. 3, the population
at z ⇠ 1 � 5 should contribute most of the flux. For
example, if the observed neutrinos were to be correlated
to sources lying within z . 0.2, distant sources would
be expected to contribute some 50 times as much flux.
Its absence would then imply a neutrino redshift horizon,
pointing towards the S⌫DM scenario. We next consider
this scenario in some detail.

B. Detailed example

Let us now proceed to a more detailed examination of
the modification of the neutrino optical depth in S⌫DM.
Assume a relic background of secluded neutrinos with a
number density of n

⌫s |z=0 = 94 cm�3 for our example of
T
d

= 1TeV. We will use the criterion that the optical
depth for a high energy neutrino to scatter with the C⌫B
be greater than unity. We compute the optical depth as
follows,

⌧ =

Z
rp

0
n
⌫s (z) �

⌫⌫

(z) dr
p

=

Z
zi

0

cn
⌫s (z) �

⌫⌫

(z) dz

(1 + z)H(z)
,

(13)

where r
p

is the proper distance along the neutrino world
line, z is the redshift, H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate,
and the number density of background secluded neutrinos
n
⌫s = n

⌫s |z=0(1+z)3. Contributions to �
⌫⌫

(z) will come
from resonant s-channel scattering and from t-channel
scattering. The resonant scattering, as explained above,
could yield distinct absorption bands, which would be
smoking-gun signatures of our mechanism. At the same
time, the locations of these band are sensitively depen-
dent on both the mediator mass and the absolute neu-
trino mass scale. Hence, determining whether or not res-
onant absorption features will appear in the IceCube data
is not a reliable constraint. Therefore we chose to use the
t-channel scattering alone to constrain what portions of
the parameter space may impact IceCube observations.
For concreteness, we compute the bounds for our di↵er-
ent scattering regimes using E

⌫

(z = 0) = 63TeV, which
corresponds to the lowest IceCube event energy which
has been claimed to correlate with a gamma ray source
at known redshift [71].

The first scattering regime we define is the Optically
Thin regime, where ⌧ < 1 out to a redshift of z = 10.
This regime will be unlikely to have an observable e↵ect
on the IceCube signal as the potential sources for TeV
- PeV neutrinos (such as AGNs, GRBs, or star form-
ing galaxies) have redshift distributions which typically
peak at z < 4. The second regime is the mean free path
< 50 Mpc regime, where the optical depth for neutrino
absorption is ⌧ = 1 at a distance of 50 Mpc or less. This
leads to IceCube sources which can be directly corre-
lated with local large scale structure around or within
the Milky Way galaxy.

The third regime we define is the IceCube 3� correla-
tion projected limit. In this regime the absorption of high
energy neutrinos is su�ciently strong that it is possible to
use the 3 year data release from IceCube [70] to detect
a discrepancy between the low redshift (z  0.2) dis-
tribution of correlated IceCube sources and the redshift
distribution of the same sources as identified with pho-
tons. To compute this limit we take the median number
of events above background in the IceCube 3 year data
set, 20, and assume that the redredshift distribution of
IceCube neutrino sources tracks the star formation rate
(which is likely for many potential sources [70]). This

If the mean free path is too 
small, can only see very nearby 
sources and isotropy is ruined.  

MFP > 50 Mpc

Assume that sources track star-
formation history. 

Thus if correlations with 
nearby sources are seen, we 
should have seen many more 

events in total

Most sources are at z~1-5. 



Dark Matter 
Connections

Is collisionless cold dark matter in 
trouble?

�

��

�

�

� ⌫

⌫

+
� �

III. DARK FORCES AND DARK MATTER SCATTERING

In order to explain astrophysical observations on dwarf galaxy scales, the DM elastic scattering
cross section must be

� ⇠ 1 cm

2
(m

X

/g) ⇡ 2⇥ 10

�24
cm

2
(m

X

/GeV) , (2)

which is much larger than a typical weak-scale cross section � ⇠ 10

�36
cm

2. Therefore, this
suggests the existence of a dark force boson � that is much lighter than the weak scale.

In this work, we consider a phenomenological approach where nonrelativistic DM scattering is
described by a Yukawa potential

V (r) = ±↵

X

r

e

�m�r
, (3)

which can be either repulsive (+) or attractive (�). This interaction arises for � as a vector or
scalar mediator, with interaction

Lint =

⇢
g

X

¯

X�

µ

X�

µ

vector mediator

g

X

¯

XX� scalar mediator

(4)

and dark fine structure constant ↵
X

= g

2
X

/(4⇡). Scalar interactions are purely attractive, while
a vector interaction is both attractive (X ¯

X scattering) and repulsive (XX or ¯

X

¯

X scattering).
Thus, in the vector case, asymmetric DM (X only) will have purely repulsive interactions, while
symmetric DM (equal X,

¯

X) will have both attractive and repulsive interactions, with the total
effective cross section given by the average of the two.

Numerical N-body simulations have investigated the impact of DM self-interactions on struc-
ture formation. The relevant input is the differential cross section d�/d⌦, as a function of the
DM relative velocity v. Since simulations track particle trajectories before and after collisions,
the angular distribution over the scattering angle ✓ is important. However, to compare across
different parameter regions, with different angular dependencies, it is useful to consider an inte-
grated cross section that captures the relevant physics. The usual quantity is the standard cross
section � =

R
d⌦(d�/d⌦). However, for light mediators, � receives a strong enhancement in the

forward-scattering limit (cos ✓ ! 1), and for the purposes of affecting the DM distribution this
enhancement is spurious since the DM particle trajectories are unchanged. In the plasma literature,
two additional cross sections are defined to parametrize transport [79], the transfer cross section
�

T

and the viscosity (or conductivity) cross section �

V

:

�

T

=

Z
d⌦ (1� cos ✓)

d�

d⌦

, �

V

=

Z
d⌦ sin

2
✓

d�

d⌦

. (5)

The transfer cross section is weighted by (1� cos ✓), the fractional longitudinal momentum trans-
fer, while the viscosity cross section is weighted by the energy transfer in the transverse direction,
sin

2
✓. The transfer cross section has been used in the DM literature to regulate the forward-

scattering divergence. On the other hand, the viscosity cross section weighs forward and back-
ward scattering evenly. It takes into account that forward and backward scattering affect the DM
halo equally, since DM particles simply exchange trajectories that they would have had in the ab-
sence of a collision. It also takes into account that we expect that perpendicular scattering is most
efficient for “thermalizing” the DM halo and affecting structure observables.

In addition, the transfer cross section obviously fails if DM scattering occurs between identical
particles. Taking quantum indistinguishability into account, both forward and backward scattering

6
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Problem 1: Cusps versus Cores
[J. van Eymeren, C. Trachternach, B. S. 

Koribalski, R.-J. Dettmar (2009)] Observations of 
dwarf galaxies have 
favored core-like 
density profiles. 

N-body 
simulations of cold 
DM predict more 

cuspy profiles.



Problem 2: Missing Satellites
Cold Dark Matter 
N-body simulations 
predict many more 
satellites than 
observed.  

Simulated Galactic Halo
[Via Lactea II Project]

-Could be 
undiscovered due to 
faintness or limited sky 
coverage.

-No baryons in this 
simulation. Processes 
like SN can reduce 
star formation.



Problem 3: Too big to fail*

• “…dissipationless ΛCDM simulations predict that the 
majority of the most massive subhaloes of the Milky Way are 
too dense to host any of its bright satellites.”

[Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock, Kaplinghat (2011)]

But should be luminous given 
the observed dwarfs. 

*(from the point of view of star formation)



Possible solutions

• Baryonic physics

• Observations

• Go beyond collisionless cold dark matter:

• Self-interacting dark matter [Spergel, Steinhardt, …]

• Warm dark matter [Bode, Ostriker, Turok, …]

• DM late decays [Sigurdson, Kamionkowski, …]

• “Fuzzy” cold dark matter [Hu, Barkana, Gruzinov] 



Potential Problems

�scat ' n�v ⇠ (⇢/mX)�v ' H0

Rate estimate for impacting dwarfs:

Bullet Cluster

ClustersX

v ⇠ 3000 km/s

�/mX . 1 cm2/g

@

Elliptical halos

NGC720

Isotropizes halosX

v ⇠ 300 km/s@
�/mX . 1 cm2/g

�/mX ⇠ (1� 10) cm2/g v ⇠ 10 km/s@X



Yukawa Interacting Dark Matter
Loeb, Weiner (2010)

�

��

�
�

SIDM gives efficient exchange of energy between 
hotter/outer region to the cold/inner region.

Tulin, Yu, Zurek (2013)

X

v ⇠ 10 km/s
dwarf:

III. DARK FORCES AND DARK MATTER SCATTERING

In order to explain astrophysical observations on dwarf galaxy scales, the DM elastic scattering
cross section must be
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which can be either repulsive (+) or attractive (�). This interaction arises for � as a vector or
scalar mediator, with interaction

Lint =

⇢
g

X

¯

X�

µ

X�

µ

vector mediator

g

X

¯

XX� scalar mediator

(4)

and dark fine structure constant ↵
X

= g

2
X

/(4⇡). Scalar interactions are purely attractive, while
a vector interaction is both attractive (X ¯

X scattering) and repulsive (XX or ¯

X

¯

X scattering).
Thus, in the vector case, asymmetric DM (X only) will have purely repulsive interactions, while
symmetric DM (equal X,

¯

X) will have both attractive and repulsive interactions, with the total
effective cross section given by the average of the two.

Numerical N-body simulations have investigated the impact of DM self-interactions on struc-
ture formation. The relevant input is the differential cross section d�/d⌦, as a function of the
DM relative velocity v. Since simulations track particle trajectories before and after collisions,
the angular distribution over the scattering angle ✓ is important. However, to compare across
different parameter regions, with different angular dependencies, it is useful to consider an inte-
grated cross section that captures the relevant physics. The usual quantity is the standard cross
section � =

R
d⌦(d�/d⌦). However, for light mediators, � receives a strong enhancement in the

forward-scattering limit (cos ✓ ! 1), and for the purposes of affecting the DM distribution this
enhancement is spurious since the DM particle trajectories are unchanged. In the plasma literature,
two additional cross sections are defined to parametrize transport [79], the transfer cross section
�

T

and the viscosity (or conductivity) cross section �

V

:

�

T

=

Z
d⌦ (1� cos ✓)

d�

d⌦

, �

V

=

Z
d⌦ sin

2
✓

d�

d⌦

. (5)

The transfer cross section is weighted by (1� cos ✓), the fractional longitudinal momentum trans-
fer, while the viscosity cross section is weighted by the energy transfer in the transverse direction,
sin

2
✓. The transfer cross section has been used in the DM literature to regulate the forward-

scattering divergence. On the other hand, the viscosity cross section weighs forward and back-
ward scattering evenly. It takes into account that forward and backward scattering affect the DM
halo equally, since DM particles simply exchange trajectories that they would have had in the ab-
sence of a collision. It also takes into account that we expect that perpendicular scattering is most
efficient for “thermalizing” the DM halo and affecting structure observables.

In addition, the transfer cross section obviously fails if DM scattering occurs between identical
particles. Taking quantum indistinguishability into account, both forward and backward scattering
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tions (see [29] for the analogous argument involving BSM
quark-neutrino interactions).

III. CONSTRAINING `DM INTERACTIONS

A number of experiments are sensitive to lepton-dark
matter (`DM) interactions. Those that we will be espe-
cially interested in are:

• LEP: Missing energy searches with a single pho-
ton at LEP provide stringent limits on BSM
physics [27, 29]. These mono-photon searches pro-
vide constraints on DM masses that are kinemat-
ically accessible, mX . 100. These limits are in
fact su�ciently strong to exclude thermal DM an-
nihilating to electrons for masses below 20 GeV or
so [27].

• Fermi-LAT: Direct searches for DM annihilating
to µ+µ� and ⌧+⌧� are encroaching on light WIMP
territory as well, having already excluded thermally
sized cross sections below roughly 40 and 30 GeV
respectively. Here we use null results from the joint
likelihood analysis of 10 dark matter-dominated
dwarf galaxies with 24 months of data [28, 30].

• Direct detection: Until very recently most direct
detection searches vetoed events from electronic
scattering. Now however, using the methods out-
lined in [31], XENON10 has placed the first limits
on such scattering for DM masses in the MeV to
GeV mass range [32]. Though the limits are quite
mild at present (being based on only 15 kg-days of
exposure), such an analysis represents an important
proof-of-principle for future studies of DM-electron
interactions.

• IceCube: Recently, very large neutrino telescopes
have begun deriving stringent limits on neutrino-
DM interactions. IceCube [33, 34] now provides di-
rect constraints on the DM annihilation cross sec-
tion into neutrinos. Though their current sensi-
tivity remains orders of magnitude away from the
thermal relic scale, substantial improvements are
likely to follow with the 79 string upgrade to Ice-
Cube, and it will likely be competitive with the
unpublished results of Super-K.

Here we will use the results of the 22-string anal-
ysis [33], rather than the somewhat weaker lim-
its arising from the 40-string analysis [34]. Note
that although there is substantial uncertainty in the
Galactic Center limit due to the choice of galactic
halo model, the IceCube collaboration removes the
Galactic Center from the analysis such that the re-
sulting bound is due to DM in the outer halo region
where model uncertainties are much smaller.

• Super-K: The Super-Kamiokande collaboration
has an unpublished galactic halo neutrino line

search [35]. We include these results for reference
here, though they may of course change signifi-
cantly once the results are finalized.

• CMB: If DM remains in thermal equilibrium with
neutrinos at temperature below O(MeV), it can
be constrained by the recent Planck data through
its a↵ect on the e↵ective number of neutrinos,
Ne↵ [36]. We make use of the constraint obtained
from Planck data that excludes (at 95% CL), Dirac
DM with a mass < 8.7 MeV in equilibrium with
neutrinos.

IV. KINETIC DECOUPLING AND DARK
MATTER PROTOHALOS

Two distinct physical processes set the size of the
smallest DM structures: free streaming [3] and acoustic
damping [4, 5]. After the comoving number density of
DM has “frozen out” and chemical equilibrium has been
lost, the elastic scattering of DM on the thermal bath
continues the e�cient exchange of momentum such that
kinetic equilibrium persists until late times. This process
e↵ectively damps the growth of perturbations that would
otherwise grow to form the first DM subhalos. Once DM
decouples, it can stream freely from overdense regions
into underdense regions and e�ciently erase structure on
small scales. In general, it is the largest of these two
physically independent processes that sets the scale of
the cut-o↵ in the power spectrum. We therefore define
this cuto↵ as

Mhalo ⌘ max (MFS ,MKD) (5)

When DM kinetically decouples, it can stream freely until
matter-radiation equality when structure formation be-
gins in full force. This process significantly damps fluc-
tuations below the scale of free-streaming kfs such that
the smallest protohalo allowed by free-streaming is [24]:

MFS ⇡ 2.9⇥ 10�6M� (6)

⇥
0

@
1 + log

⇣
g
1/4
effTKD/50 MeV

⌘
/19.4

(mX/100)1/2 g1/4eff (TKD/50 MeV)1/2

1

A

3

Moreover the damping scale set by acoustic oscillations
is given by the DM mass enclosed in the horizon at this
epoch,

MKD (TKD) =
4⇡

3

⇢X(TKD)

H(TKD)3
(7)

⇡ 9⇥ 10�7M�


h(TKD)

g(TKD)3/2T 3
KD

�

TKD=50 MeV

.

Thus we see that as the DM decreases, the mass scale
set by free-streaming becomes increasingly important. In
general however, it is useful to notice that the acoustic

[L. Aarssen, T. Bringmann, C. Pfrommer, PRL 109 231301 (2012)]
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DM-neutrino interactions 
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À la Loeb/Weiner, DM self-
scattering is large in dwarfs but 

small on larger scales. 
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FIG. 1. The relevant Feynman diagrams for (1) the relic abundance, (2) DM-DM self-scattering, and (3) ⌫-DM scattering
relevant for addressing the missing satellites problem.

in the perturbative regime. Lastly and most importantly,
we point out that, thank to the active-secluded neutrino
mixing, the neutrino self-interactions in this model mod-
ify the mean free path of Ultra-High-Energy (UHE) neu-
trinos as they propagate through the bath of relic neu-
trinos. We find that the bulk of the parameter space
which simultaneously resolves all dark matter structure
problems has direct observational consequences for the
IceCube experiment.

In Sec. II we describe the general features of the S⌫DM
model. In Sec III we solve the Boltzmann equations
to determine the region of parameter space favored by
an (a)symmetric thermal relic. In Sec. IV we determine
the self-scattering parameters relevant for addressing the
cusp-versus-core and too-big-to-fail problems. The se-
cluded neutrino temperature and kinetic decoupling com-
putation are addressed in Secs. V and VI respectively.
Implications of the neutrinos self-interactions for the
high-energy IceCube data are discussed in Sec. VII. We
summarize all of our results in Sec. VIII and conclude.

II. THE S⌫DM MODEL

As already mentioned, the fact that simulations im-
ply much cuspier density profiles than the cored pro-
files favored by observations [1–3] could be an indica-
tion that DM has non-negligible self-scattering [9]. De-
tailed analysis shows that a velocity-dependent interac-
tion is favored, as can be achieved with a light force car-
rier. The argument proceeds as follows. The strongest
constraints on DM self-interactions come from Milky
Way ellipticity and Cluster collisions, roughly requiring
�
XX

/m
X

. (0.1 � 1) cm2s�1 [40–42]. Note that these
constraints are obtained from DM populations where
the velocity dispersion is O(100 km/s) for Milky Way
constraints and O(1000 km/s) for cluster constraints.
For the O(1 cm2 g�1) cross sections at dwarf scales
(O(10 km/s)), as identified by Spergel and Steinhardt [9],
to be allowed, the self-scattering should exhibits strong
velocity dependence. Long-range interactions mediated
by an O(MeV) force carrier have precisely this feature
and may thus solve the cusp-versus-core problem while
remaining consistent with the constraints from galactic
and cluster scales [10–12, 33].

In this paper we shall assume that the DM is a Dirac
fermion, X, charged under a new U(1)

X

gauge inter-
action. There are two crucial ingredients for S⌫DM,
LS⌫DM = �L

�

+ �L
M

, where the first term specifies
the nature of the DM and neutrino coupling to the new
gauge boson,

�L
�

= g
⌫

⌫̄
s

�
µ

⌫
s

�µ + g
X

X̄�
µ

X�µ, (1)

and the second term,

�L
M

= y
↵

(L
↵

H)(h
X

⌫
s

)

⇤
, (2)

allows the new ⌫
s

to mass-mix with the active SM neutri-
nos in a gauge-invariant way via a U(1)

X

charged Higgs
h
X

which acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV).
This Higgs is also responsible for giving mass to the vec-
tor, m

�

= g
h

hh
X

i, where g
h

is the gauge charge of the
Higgs and hh

X

i is its VEV. Note that the active neu-
trinos are contained in their electroweak (EW) doublets,

L
↵

=

✓
⌫
↵

`
↵

◆
, where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ .

We note that the presence of this mixing is completely
logical, since the operator in Eq. (2) is suppressed by only
a single power of the new physics scale ⇤ and hence even
new physics at very high scales could generate it. The
situation is completely analogous to the standard Wein-
berg operator for the neutrino Majorana mass. Indeed,
a simple ultraviolet completion of our model involves a
see-saw type construction. One introduces right-handed
singlet neutrinos with very large Majorana masses, cou-
ples them to both the SM and secluded neutrinos with
Dirac mass terms and then integrates the heavy right-
handed states out, yielding Eq. (2) at low energies.

The baryonic neutrino model of Pospelov [43–45] em-
ploys similar features in order to endow neutrinos with
new BSM interactions. We, however, do not assume any
novel neutrino-baryon or neutrino-charged-lepton cou-
pling. In fact, in S⌫DM when the universe is at tem-
peratures below the high energy scale ⇤, interactions be-
tween the dark and SM sectors can be mediated exclu-

sively through neutrino mixing. In this case, neither the
“dark photon” searches nor DM direct detection exper-
iments are expected to turn up a positive signal. The
astrophysical and cosmological signatures discussed be-
low, including the possible imprints of the dark sector in
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FIG.1.TherelevantFeynmandiagramsfor(1)therelicabundance,(2)DM-DMself-scattering,and(3)⌫-DMscattering
relevantforaddressingthemissingsatellitesproblem.

intheperturbativeregime.Lastlyandmostimportantly,
wepointoutthat,thanktotheactive-secludedneutrino
mixing,theneutrinoself-interactionsinthismodelmod-
ifythemeanfreepathofUltra-High-Energy(UHE)neu-
trinosastheypropagatethroughthebathofrelicneu-
trinos.Wefindthatthebulkoftheparameterspace
whichsimultaneouslyresolvesalldarkmatterstructure
problemshasdirectobservationalconsequencesforthe
IceCubeexperiment.

InSec.IIwedescribethegeneralfeaturesoftheS⌫DM
model.InSecIIIwesolvetheBoltzmannequations
todeterminetheregionofparameterspacefavoredby
an(a)symmetricthermalrelic.InSec.IVwedetermine
theself-scatteringparametersrelevantforaddressingthe
cusp-versus-coreandtoo-big-to-failproblems.These-
cludedneutrinotemperatureandkineticdecouplingcom-
putationareaddressedinSecs.VandVIrespectively.
Implicationsoftheneutrinosself-interactionsforthe
high-energyIceCubedataarediscussedinSec.VII.We
summarizeallofourresultsinSec.VIIIandconclude.
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tionthatDMhasnon-negligibleself-scattering[9].De-
tailedanalysisshowsthatavelocity-dependentinterac-
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rier.Theargumentproceedsasfollows.Thestrongest
constraintsonDMself-interactionscomefromMilky
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velocitydependence.Long-rangeinteractionsmediated
byanO(MeV)forcecarrierhavepreciselythisfeature
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andclusterscales[10–12,33].
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Wenotethatthepresenceofthismixingiscompletely
logical,sincetheoperatorinEq.(2)issuppressedbyonly
asinglepowerofthenewphysicsscale⇤andhenceeven
newphysicsatveryhighscalescouldgenerateit.The
situationiscompletelyanalogoustothestandardWein-
bergoperatorfortheneutrinoMajoranamass.Indeed,
asimpleultravioletcompletionofourmodelinvolvesa
see-sawtypeconstruction.Oneintroducesright-handed
singletneutrinoswithverylargeMajoranamasses,cou-
plesthemtoboththeSMandsecludedneutrinoswith
Diracmasstermsandthenintegratestheheavyright-
handedstatesout,yieldingEq.(2)atlowenergies.

ThebaryonicneutrinomodelofPospelov[43–45]em-
ployssimilarfeaturesinordertoendowneutrinoswith
newBSMinteractions.We,however,donotassumeany
novelneutrino-baryonorneutrino-charged-leptoncou-
pling.Infact,inS⌫DMwhentheuniverseisattem-
peraturesbelowthehighenergyscale⇤,interactionsbe-
tweenthedarkandSMsectorscanbemediatedexclu-

sivelythroughneutrinomixing.Inthiscase,neitherthe
“darkphoton”searchesnorDMdirectdetectionexper-
imentsareexpectedtoturnupapositivesignal.The
astrophysicalandcosmologicalsignaturesdiscussedbe-
low,includingthepossibleimprintsofthedarksectorin
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Particle/anti-particle asymmetries 
are generically possible.

Solve the coupled Boltzmann 
equations of X and anti-X.

light mediator coupling DM to the SM. We leave the more general case for future work [33], noting that the
effects on the relic density are up to O(10), depending on mX .
The coupled Boltzmann equations for the species n+ = nX and n− = nX̄ are

dn±

dt
= −3Hn± − ⟨σv⟩

!

n+n− − neq
+ neq

−
"

(3)

where ⟨σv⟩ is the thermally-averaged annihilation cross section over the X and X̄ phase space distribu-
tions [34]. The Hubble expansion rate is H ≈ 1.66

√
geffT 2/Mpl where Mpl ≈ 1.22× 1019GeV is the Planck

mass and geff is the effective number of degrees of freedom for the energy density. If there is a primordial
asymmetry in X number, then there is a nonzero chemical potential µ which appears in the equilibrium
distributions as neq

± = e±µ/Tneq. Here neq is the usual equilibrium distribution with µ = 0, and thus
neq
+ neq

− = (neq)2.
We then take the standard definitions x = mX/T and Y± = n±/s, where s = (2π2/45)heff(T )T 3 is the

entropy density and heff(T ) is the effective number of degrees of freedom for the entropy density. We write
the annihilation cross section as ⟨σv⟩ = σ0x−n, with n = 0 and n = 1 for s-wave and p-wave annihilation
processes respectively. Then simplifying Eq. (3) gives

dY±

dx
= −

λ

xn+2

√
g∗
#

Y+Y− − (Y eq)2
$

, (4)

where λ ≡ 0.264MplmXσ0 and Y eq ≃ 0.145(g/heff)x3/2e−x ≡ ax3/2e−x. The effective number of degrees of

freedom is
√
g∗ = heff√

geff

%

1 + T
3heff

dheff(T )
dT

&

[34].

After being generated at some high temperature, the DM asymmetry is a conserved quantity, so we have
the constraint

ηX = Y+ − Y− (5)

which is constant at any given epoch.2 In order to impose this condition on our numerical solutions, we
define the departure from equilibrium ∆ by Y± = Y eq

± +∆, and instead solve the (single) equation for ∆.
It is helpful to present approximate analytic solutions in the limit of constant

√
g∗ [32, 38, 39]. Eq. (4)

can be solved analytically at late times when (Y eq)2 becomes negligible. In this limit, using Eq. (5), we can
integrate Eq. (4) separately for X̄ and X to obtain

Y±(∞) ≃
±ηX

1− [1∓ ηX/Y±(xf )] e
∓ηXλ

√
g∗x

−n−1

f /(n+1)
. (6)

These solutions also apply for the symmetric case in the limit of ηX → 0. We take the freezeout temperature
xf = mX/Tf as derived in [38]:

xf ≃ ln [(n+ 1)
√
g∗aλ] +

1

2
ln

ln2
!

(n+ 1)
√
g∗aλ

"

ln2n+4 !(n+ 1)
√
g∗aλ

"

− (
√
g∗)2 [(n+ 1)ληX/2]2

. (7)

Using Y±(∞) given in Eq. (6), we can obtain the present ratio of the X̄ to X number densities:

r∞ ≡
Y−

Y+
(∞) ≃

Y−(xf )

Y+(xf )
exp

'

−ηXλ
√
g∗

xn+1
f (n+ 1)

(

. (8)

While we can obtain a precise analytic result for r(xf ) = Y−(xf )/Y+(xf ), it turns out that the consequence
of neglecting the (Y eq)2 in the late-time solution can almost exactly be accounted for by simply setting
r(xf ) = 1. This gives numerically accurate answers over a wide range of ηX and ⟨σv⟩ as discussed in [38].
Note that the solution here only converges when ηXλ is small enough

√
g∗ηXλ < 2xn+2

f .

2 We assume there is no Majorana mass term for DM, and thus X − X̄ oscillation [21, 35–37] does not occur. We also assume
there is no entropy production in this case and there are no DM-number violating interactions at these temperatures.
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there is no entropy production in this case and there are no DM-number violating interactions at these temperatures.
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⌘X = (nX � nX̄)/s 6= 0

In a complete model, final abundance is set by the 
asymmetry and annihilation cross section:

h�viADM > h�viSDM

Generic requirement

Bell, Horiuchi, IMS [1408.5142]
Graesser, IMS, Vecchi [1103.2771]
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FIG. 1. The relevant Feynman diagrams for (1) the relic abundance, (2) DM-DM self-scattering, and (3) ⌫-DM scattering
relevant for addressing the missing satellites problem.

in the perturbative regime. Lastly and most importantly,
we point out that, thank to the active-secluded neutrino
mixing, the neutrino self-interactions in this model mod-
ify the mean free path of Ultra-High-Energy (UHE) neu-
trinos as they propagate through the bath of relic neu-
trinos. We find that the bulk of the parameter space
which simultaneously resolves all dark matter structure
problems has direct observational consequences for the
IceCube experiment.

In Sec. II we describe the general features of the S⌫DM
model. In Sec III we solve the Boltzmann equations
to determine the region of parameter space favored by
an (a)symmetric thermal relic. In Sec. IV we determine
the self-scattering parameters relevant for addressing the
cusp-versus-core and too-big-to-fail problems. The se-
cluded neutrino temperature and kinetic decoupling com-
putation are addressed in Secs. V and VI respectively.
Implications of the neutrinos self-interactions for the
high-energy IceCube data are discussed in Sec. VII. We
summarize all of our results in Sec. VIII and conclude.

II. THE S⌫DM MODEL

As already mentioned, the fact that simulations im-
ply much cuspier density profiles than the cored pro-
files favored by observations [1–3] could be an indica-
tion that DM has non-negligible self-scattering [9]. De-
tailed analysis shows that a velocity-dependent interac-
tion is favored, as can be achieved with a light force car-
rier. The argument proceeds as follows. The strongest
constraints on DM self-interactions come from Milky
Way ellipticity and Cluster collisions, roughly requiring
�
XX

/m
X

. (0.1 � 1) cm2s�1 [40–42]. Note that these
constraints are obtained from DM populations where
the velocity dispersion is O(100 km/s) for Milky Way
constraints and O(1000 km/s) for cluster constraints.
For the O(1 cm2 g�1) cross sections at dwarf scales
(O(10 km/s)), as identified by Spergel and Steinhardt [9],
to be allowed, the self-scattering should exhibits strong
velocity dependence. Long-range interactions mediated
by an O(MeV) force carrier have precisely this feature
and may thus solve the cusp-versus-core problem while
remaining consistent with the constraints from galactic
and cluster scales [10–12, 33].

In this paper we shall assume that the DM is a Dirac
fermion, X, charged under a new U(1)

X

gauge inter-
action. There are two crucial ingredients for S⌫DM,
LS⌫DM = �L

�

+ �L
M

, where the first term specifies
the nature of the DM and neutrino coupling to the new
gauge boson,

�L
�

= g
⌫

⌫̄
s

�
µ

⌫
s

�µ + g
X

X̄�
µ

X�µ, (1)

and the second term,

�L
M

= y
↵

(L
↵

H)(h
X

⌫
s

)

⇤
, (2)

allows the new ⌫
s

to mass-mix with the active SM neutri-
nos in a gauge-invariant way via a U(1)

X

charged Higgs
h
X

which acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV).
This Higgs is also responsible for giving mass to the vec-
tor, m

�

= g
h

hh
X

i, where g
h

is the gauge charge of the
Higgs and hh

X

i is its VEV. Note that the active neu-
trinos are contained in their electroweak (EW) doublets,

L
↵

=

✓
⌫
↵

`
↵

◆
, where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ .

We note that the presence of this mixing is completely
logical, since the operator in Eq. (2) is suppressed by only
a single power of the new physics scale ⇤ and hence even
new physics at very high scales could generate it. The
situation is completely analogous to the standard Wein-
berg operator for the neutrino Majorana mass. Indeed,
a simple ultraviolet completion of our model involves a
see-saw type construction. One introduces right-handed
singlet neutrinos with very large Majorana masses, cou-
ples them to both the SM and secluded neutrinos with
Dirac mass terms and then integrates the heavy right-
handed states out, yielding Eq. (2) at low energies.

The baryonic neutrino model of Pospelov [43–45] em-
ploys similar features in order to endow neutrinos with
new BSM interactions. We, however, do not assume any
novel neutrino-baryon or neutrino-charged-lepton cou-
pling. In fact, in S⌫DM when the universe is at tem-
peratures below the high energy scale ⇤, interactions be-
tween the dark and SM sectors can be mediated exclu-

sively through neutrino mixing. In this case, neither the
“dark photon” searches nor DM direct detection exper-
iments are expected to turn up a positive signal. The
astrophysical and cosmological signatures discussed be-
low, including the possible imprints of the dark sector in
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FIG.1.TherelevantFeynmandiagramsfor(1)therelicabundance,(2)DM-DMself-scattering,and(3)⌫-DMscattering
relevantforaddressingthemissingsatellitesproblem.

intheperturbativeregime.Lastlyandmostimportantly,
wepointoutthat,thanktotheactive-secludedneutrino
mixing,theneutrinoself-interactionsinthismodelmod-
ifythemeanfreepathofUltra-High-Energy(UHE)neu-
trinosastheypropagatethroughthebathofrelicneu-
trinos.Wefindthatthebulkoftheparameterspace
whichsimultaneouslyresolvesalldarkmatterstructure
problemshasdirectobservationalconsequencesforthe
IceCubeexperiment.

InSec.IIwedescribethegeneralfeaturesoftheS⌫DM
model.InSecIIIwesolvetheBoltzmannequations
todeterminetheregionofparameterspacefavoredby
an(a)symmetricthermalrelic.InSec.IVwedetermine
theself-scatteringparametersrelevantforaddressingthe
cusp-versus-coreandtoo-big-to-failproblems.These-
cludedneutrinotemperatureandkineticdecouplingcom-
putationareaddressedinSecs.VandVIrespectively.
Implicationsoftheneutrinosself-interactionsforthe
high-energyIceCubedataarediscussedinSec.VII.We
summarizeallofourresultsinSec.VIIIandconclude.

II.THES⌫DMMODEL

Asalreadymentioned,thefactthatsimulationsim-
plymuchcuspierdensityprofilesthanthecoredpro-
filesfavoredbyobservations[1–3]couldbeanindica-
tionthatDMhasnon-negligibleself-scattering[9].De-
tailedanalysisshowsthatavelocity-dependentinterac-
tionisfavored,ascanbeachievedwithalightforcecar-
rier.Theargumentproceedsasfollows.Thestrongest
constraintsonDMself-interactionscomefromMilky
WayellipticityandClustercollisions,roughlyrequiring
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.(0.1�1)cm2s�1[40–42].Notethatthese
constraintsareobtainedfromDMpopulationswhere
thevelocitydispersionisO(100km/s)forMilkyWay
constraintsandO(1000km/s)forclusterconstraints.
FortheO(1cm2g�1)crosssectionsatdwarfscales
(O(10km/s)),asidentifiedbySpergelandSteinhardt[9],
tobeallowed,theself-scatteringshouldexhibitsstrong
velocitydependence.Long-rangeinteractionsmediated
byanO(MeV)forcecarrierhavepreciselythisfeature
andmaythussolvethecusp-versus-coreproblemwhile
remainingconsistentwiththeconstraintsfromgalactic
andclusterscales[10–12,33].

InthispaperweshallassumethattheDMisaDirac
fermion,X,chargedunderanewU(1)

X

gaugeinter-
action.TherearetwocrucialingredientsforS⌫DM,
LS⌫DM=�L
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+�L
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,wherethefirsttermspecifies
thenatureoftheDMandneutrinocouplingtothenew
gaugeboson,
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allowsthenew⌫
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tomass-mixwiththeactiveSMneutri-
nosinagauge-invariantwayviaaU(1)
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chargedHiggs
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whichacquiresavacuumexpectationvalue(VEV).
ThisHiggsisalsoresponsibleforgivingmasstothevec-
tor,m
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Higgsandhh
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iisitsVEV.Notethattheactiveneu-
trinosarecontainedintheirelectroweak(EW)doublets,
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Wenotethatthepresenceofthismixingiscompletely
logical,sincetheoperatorinEq.(2)issuppressedbyonly
asinglepowerofthenewphysicsscale⇤andhenceeven
newphysicsatveryhighscalescouldgenerateit.The
situationiscompletelyanalogoustothestandardWein-
bergoperatorfortheneutrinoMajoranamass.Indeed,
asimpleultravioletcompletionofourmodelinvolvesa
see-sawtypeconstruction.Oneintroducesright-handed
singletneutrinoswithverylargeMajoranamasses,cou-
plesthemtoboththeSMandsecludedneutrinoswith
Diracmasstermsandthenintegratestheheavyright-
handedstatesout,yieldingEq.(2)atlowenergies.

ThebaryonicneutrinomodelofPospelov[43–45]em-
ployssimilarfeaturesinordertoendowneutrinoswith
newBSMinteractions.We,however,donotassumeany
novelneutrino-baryonorneutrino-charged-leptoncou-
pling.Infact,inS⌫DMwhentheuniverseisattem-
peraturesbelowthehighenergyscale⇤,interactionsbe-
tweenthedarkandSMsectorscanbemediatedexclu-

sivelythroughneutrinomixing.Inthiscase,neitherthe
“darkphoton”searchesnorDMdirectdetectionexper-
imentsareexpectedtoturnupapositivesignal.The
astrophysicalandcosmologicalsignaturesdiscussedbe-
low,includingthepossibleimprintsofthedarksectorin
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FIG. 2. In the left and right panels we fix the mediator mass to 10 MeV and 1 MeV respectively. To address the cusp-versus-
cores and too-big-to-fail problems a parameter point should lie within the shaded blue region. Values to the left of the black
curve lead are excluded by producing an over-abundance of DM, ⌦

DM

h2 > 0.12. Regions to the right of the green curve are
excluded by Lyman-↵ requirements that M

halo

< 5 ⇥ 1010 M�, while regions to the right of the red solid line are excluded
by having a MFP < 50 Mpc. In the region to the right of the dashed red IceCube can perform source correlations at 3� (see
text for details). For reference the dashed green curves are contours of constant M

halo

= 105 M�, 10
7 M�, 10

9 M� from left
to right. Arrows indicate the direction in which the parameter space is allowed.

trino flux can be regenerated by subsequent scattering.
After all, each subsequent event has a ⇠ sin2 ✓

s

probabil-
ity of producing ⌫1,2,3 and the ⌫4 neutrinos are subject
to more frequent interactions with the relic background
than in ⌫1,2,3, owing to the larger content of ⌫

s

. It is
important to note, however, that such regenerated flux
would have significantly lower energies, since each scat-
tering event distributes the energy of the incident UHE
neutrino between the two daughter states. E↵ectively,
this flux disappears from the ultra-high-energy spectrum.

The e�ciency of the scattering depends on the ratio
of the mediator mass m

�

and the center-of-mass energy
s = 2E

⌫

m
s

, where m
s

is the mass of the mostly-secluded
state ⌫4. Specifically, for a t-channel exchange, one has

�t

⌫⌫

(z) =

8
<

:
sin2 ✓

s

sg

4
s

2⇡m4
�
, s ⌧ m2

�

,

sin2 ✓
s

3g4
s

4⇡m2
�
, s � m2

�

.
(12)

Below the mediator mass, the interaction becomes e↵ec-
tively contact and, just like for the SM Fermi interaction,
the strength decreases with decreasing energy. For strong
absorption, we need to be in the regime s & m2

�

.
Remarkably, this is indeed realized for us. For a ⇠ 100

TeV astrophysical neutrino and a ⇠1 eV secluded neu-
trino mass, as motivated by the short-baseline anoma-
lies [60, 61], the center-of-mass energy is ⇠ 10 MeV,
which is exactly the scale of the mediator masses favored

by the velocity-dependent DM self-scattering in galactic

cores. In this case, the t-channel cross section is ⇠ 9300
fm2 (1 MeV/m

�

)2g4
s

sin2 ✓
s

and the corresponding mean
free path (MFP) assuming the relic number density
of O(102) cm�3 is ⇠ 30 pc (m

�

/1 MeV)2g�4
s

sin�2 ✓
s

.
Thus, the UHE neutrinos at Icecube provide an excellent
probe of our scenario.

In their recently released three-year dataset the Ice-
Cube collaboration has reported 37 events above the at-
mospheric neutrino background with energies between 30
and 2000 TeV, with a significance of 5.7� [70]. The origin
of these high-energy neutrino events remains unknown,
though they appear to be isotropically distributed, sug-
gesting an extragalactic origin. If this is the case, the
MFP of high-energy neutrinos as they scatter on the C⌫B
cannot be too short, as most of the flux originating at
cosmological distances would not reach us. This can be
immediately seen from Fig. 3, which shows the fraction
of events at IceCube expected to originate within a given
redshift, z, assuming SM neutrino interactions and the
source distribution that tracks the star formation history
of the universe. Even if one boosts the flux emitted by
the nearby sources by a large factor, the observed flux
would look highly anisotropic. This consideration leads
to an upper bound on the coupling in S⌫DM.

Indeed, taking sin2 ✓
s

= 0.01 and demanding that the
MFP be at least 50 Mpc for isotropy considerations,

Summary of constraints

XX ! ��
symmetric relic from

Isotropy of 
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Summary
• IceCube has found a new neutrino source with 

an unusual spectrum. 

• Could be “ordinary” astrophysics with novel 
neutrino self-interactions.

• Gaps and a cutoff are generic in this model.

• May also produce a neutrino horizon, 
screening far away sources.

• The same mediator can alleviate small-scale 
structure problems of CDM. 


